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which require a change of rates? Fire insurance 
sciences, the business is exit FINE INSURANCE TRADE»

question has elicited both affirmative
is not one of the exact
posed to chances which cannot be foreseen.

To revert to the book-maker illustration, it ma> 
be said that, just as an operator of this class cannot 
f .retell the weather, which may alter the racing 

considerably by making the track mon 
horses and less so to others 

be changed by a

The above 
and negative answers.

trade, or is commerce, in 
mer-That tire insurance is a

the same sense as the business of a produce 
chant, or a manufacturer, can hardly be maintained 
because of one vital difference between them and

conditions
favourable to

duce merchant, or a manufacturer, calls for the cer- Q, a water service at a critical tie,
tain delivery of what has been bought and sold by may upset their calculations on which
the contracting parties, and the contrait remains ar<_ )iased.
valid until the goods have been delivered. In a hre a majority of cases
insurance contract, on the other hand, a fire may resources which enable them to pay, whatever

during the currency of the policy-con- occur however large and unforeseen and in
th3t thC ' excess of their calculatons.

While fire insurance cannot be properly designat
ed a "trade," in the ordinary sense, it may be re 

branch of “commerce," though, in a 
, "trade” and "commerce" 

or words of interchangeable mean- 
distinction is drawn

some

the fire companies

n< »t « iceur
tract, wl ich expires at a specified time, so 
indemnity contracted to be paid in such a case has 

trade term, "delivered.not to 1>e paid or, to use a
It has been admitted that the fire policy-contract 

partakes more of a time bargain in stocks
wheat, ami has the character of a speculative 

An analogy has been drawn between
and that I mg-

garded 
strict philological

as a, or cot- sciise
ton, or are synonyms

Put by common usage, a
between these words, which, though not easy to 
ili-fine is still recognized. We could hardly call

trading corporation, 
a form of commerce 

Some, however, dis-

transaction.
the business of a fire insurance company

book maker on a race course who bets against
-

of a
the field, giving heavy odds ranging from 50 to »o 

calculating, as the book-maker
afire insurance company 

though, that it is engaged in 
seems generally accepted, 
agree with this view.

The difference made by usage between the words 
"commerce" and “trade," is shown by the common 

"the trade of a carpenter, or, a boy is 
"a man has a trade in his 

handicraft .and

to 1, the company
does, that while there will be a winner, there will 

losers, but, that a profit will be nettedalso lie manv 
when the balance is struck after, as it were, the race
is over.

To illustrate and maintain this view, or 
parison. it is pointed out that, a property owner expression,

Sax?$1,000 if this amount is lost by him by fire during I of ,1 you 1 insurance official, "he has
,1,,. lilv ,.( tin- polity. Thu*. ■' '* ’11,1 Hit lilt I n0r. "- .. nor wo„!d it be permissible

='«" '» Fr°- I m1' of ipch^mf officer, h, I. engaged in commerce,
be said of a mer-

! com-

uiratice ci impany

5EcE sSstïïisîlsï ‘«“SSSress
«0 leave a margin for expenses and profits. Doubt- "handicraft trade «J™** com-
less judgment has to be used in selecting the risks cantik trade- We c ■„ d .. m.
to be covered by the company’s policies, just as it merce,” so ,t is clear ‘tat 1though 
has respecting the qualities and chances of horses merce are "JS , ther. The assistant

read a paper on "Life Assurance Trading, which 
seems to favour the view that insurance is a form 
of trade.
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There arc some who accuse the fire insurance 

companies of not understanding their business be
cause rates arc being frequently altered, yet all

—T I 'lO W lb., b... b,-™. J- »
altereil conditions of the market. Why then should Hanging and Commerce m . . manv
not the rates of fire insurance be changed for a like | erica Act. on which l on e. era ion s ’ "

law suits and disputes with Provincial governmentsreason, that is, when conditions are found to exist
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